Moat Category

Fair Value Estimate

Price

Enterprise Value

Reinvestment Moat

-

$524.78

$46.4bn

Economic Moat

Stewardship Rating

Market Cap

Wide

Exemplary

$28.0bn

Transdigm Group (TDG)

Moat Type

Oct 13th, 2019

Switching Costs - Regulatatory

Intangibles: Intellectual Property

What does it do: “TransDigm manufactures products

30% from defense customers, noting that the latter is

for electronic, power, fluid, and mechanical motion

increasing as a percentage of sales.” (Source:

control onboard commercial and military aircraft and

Morningstar)

helicopters. It also supplies products used for cabin
structures, lighting, laminates, pallets, and a host of
other applications. In fiscal 2018, the company
generated about $3.8 billion of sales, with 70%
coming from commercial aerospace customers and

Source: www.evaexpress.com
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Past 10-year performance metrics

Source: www.evaexpress.com

Figures in USD millions.

Industry observations

Source: www.ibisworld.com
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Wide Moat Checklists

Competitive Strengths
Product or service is
needed or desired (and
will continue to do so)

Does TDG
have it?
.

Product is perceived by its
customers to have no
close substitute

Product is not subject to
price regulation

.

Industry is heavily regulated, with strict FAA certification policies.
However, industry is not price regualted.

.

Barriers to entry are formidable for potential entrants. High start-up
costs, high demand for skilled labour that consistently deliver leading
edge technology to improve products, substantial investments in R&D,
and regulations governing licensing of manufacturers.

.

Transdigm creates high switching costs, creating strong customer lockin and allowing Transdigm to have pricing power over clients. Once the
FAA certify an aircraft, it also certifies the materials inside the aircraft,
which includes Transdigm’s parts. This effectively creates Switching
Costs since a customer would have to re-certify the aircraft with the
introduction of every new part. This is very costly in both time and
resources.
In addition, it is difficult for a competitor to price undercut Transdigm for
two reasons. One, the parts make up a small percentage of total cost for
manufacturers. Two, the cost of failure of parts, along with the lengthy
certification process would not make economical sense.

.

The pace of technological change in High in the industry, and players
have to continuously innovate better, safer and more economical
products.

Loyal customers

Abundant growth
possibilities
.

Limited capital
requirements
Significant and growing
free cash flows (and EVAs)

The products made by Transdigm are essential for aircraft
manufacturers, and will continue to remain so.
Transdigm claims its niche market to be relatively fragmented with
several competitors for many of the products and services they provide.
Players are based in the US and internationally.
That said, Transdigm's wide economic moat rests on intangible assets in
the form of intellectual property on its products, particularly in the
aftermarket where this IP effectively blocks competitors.

Strong barriers to entry

Low risk of technological
obsolescence

Evidence

.

.

The industry lifecycle is in its Mature phase. That said, Transdigm has
grown sales 5x over the last 10 years. More research is required to know
how the competitors are performing compared to Transdigm, and
where the growth lies for the future of the industry and the company.
Capital intensity levels are Moderate for the industry. Manufacturing
facilities require significant amounts of investment, especially because
production lines are so sophisticated and complex.
More research required.
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